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Geneva 
 

The members of the American Delegation of the Dynastic Orders of the House of Savoy 
have been a part of the Annual Chapters General (Capitoli Generali) of the Orders since its 
inception as a Delegation in 1988.  The 2010 Chapter General in Geneva and at the Abbey of 
Saint Maurice d’Agaune (May 28 – May 30) was remarkable by the large attendance by our 
American members as well as the addition of a new dimension; namely, a first-time tour of 
Royal sites in Torino, Italy and its environs (May 30 – June 2).  
  
 The 2010 tour could not have been possible without the superb planning of the 
arrangements for the scheduled events and sites by our confrere, Comm. Prof. Eric Ierardi [who 
regrettably was unable to attend this year] and the assistance of our confrere, the Delegate for 
Piedmont, Cav. Gr. Cr. Carlo Buffa dei Conti di Perrero, whose impeccable taste, discretion, and 
knowledge of Torino and its history is without parallel. 
   
 Our Delegate, Cav. Gr. Cr. Avv. Carl J. Morelli, as usual, led the group, accompanied by 
Vice Delegate, Comm. Richard Torrenzano, and me, as one of the newly appointed Vice 
Delegates.  Our Delegation contingent was joined by friends and family members of the 
cavalieri. 
 
 

       
 
   Hotel Intercontinental                                                          Panoramic Views of the City of Geneva, Switzerland 
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 Some members arrived before the Capitolo and availed themselves of the opportunity to 
explore the beauty and elegance of Geneva, truly one of the most cosmopolitan and international 
cities in the world.  The historic city, once the center of the power base of the early Counts of 
Savoy, is an ideal setting for members to converge from all over the world to renew our 
millennial traditions and modern ideals in an atmosphere of serene dignity mixed with familial 
relationships.  Indeed, many who have been to various Capitolos will attest to the enduring 
relationships that have developed not only with members of the Royal Family, but also with their 
colleagues from so many parts of the world.  
 
 

       
 
    Russian Orthodox Cathedral                                     View of Geneva                                                          Cathedral of Saint Peter 

 

 Members were observed walking the cobblestone streets of the Old Town, in the shadow 
of  the historic Cathedral of Saint Peter; shopping along its glittering commercial district; dining 
al fresco at neighborhood and haute cuisine  restaurants that have been in existence for centuries 
yet have adapted to the 21st century;  strolling along the bucolic banks of Lake Geneva [or Le 

Lac de Laman, as it is called locally];  reflecting on history at the Place des Nations, the site of 
the failed inter-war League of Nations;  visiting the International Red Cross;  admiring the 
Tsarist built Orthodox Cathedral; or shaking to the beat of the latest Euro-rock in the wee hours 
of the morning at the trendy night clubs.  Everyone who attended came back home with a greater 
understanding of the meaning of our Orders and our sense of universality.  Visitors to Geneva 
arrive as proud nationalists and return home as acknowledged internationalists. 
 

                  Individual Delegations renewed friendships with others all day Friday at the 
Intercontinental Hotel in the heart of Geneva.  Conversations were always lively and affectionate 
but generally contemporaneously multi lingual.  That in itself was heartwarming since it 
demonstrated the universality of the Dynastic Orders of Savoy. 
 

Delegate’s Meeting 
 
 The formal sessions of the Capitolo commenced on Friday afternoon, when all Delegates 
and Vice Delegates were invited by His Royal Highness, Prince Victor Emmanuel of Savoy, our 
Grand Master, to convene at his residence on the shores of Lake Geneva for a plenary meeting to 
share the reports of the Delegations and to exchange ideas with him.  The venue for the meeting 
with the Grand Master was a striking conventional departure from protocol.  Previous Plenary 
Sessions were held in conference rooms at the Hotel or at the Chancery.  His Royal Highness 
opened his home to welcome his closest associates, and provided a warm familial setting for the 
discussions.   
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(l to r) Vice Delegate Comm. Richard Torrenzano, The Grand Master, HRH Prince Victor Emmanuel of Savoy,  

Delegate Cav. Gr. Cr. Avv. Carl J. Morelli and Vice Delegate Comm. Avv. L’On. Pasquale Menna 

at the residence of the Grand Master in Geneva 

   

At the meeting, Delegate Cav. Gr. Cr. Avv. Carl J. Morelli presented the American 
Delegation’s report. He highlighted the busy calendar of events and programs of the American 
Delegation of Savoy Orders and its charitable arm, the American Foundation of Savoy Orders.  
He reported that in the past year, over $50,000 was contributed by the Foundation to Doctors 

Without Borders Haiti Earthquake Relief Fund, Catholic Charities and St. Vincent’s hospice 
program. 

 

After the session, His Royal Highness greeted all the attendees and was particularly 
attentive to Delegate Morelli and Vice Delegate Torrenzano.  He also confirmed my appointment 
as Vice Delegate and that of Vice Delegate Comm. Joseph Sciame.   
 

Welcome Dinner 
 

 

      
 

Dining at La Perle du Lac Restaurant in Geneva 

 

  
 The members of the American Delegation and their guests had a wonderful dinner at one 
of the premier four star restaurants in Geneva on Friday night.  La Perle du Lac is a world 
renowned restaurant that has for a number of years always reserved its best tables for the 
American Delegation and their guests on the Capitolo weekend.  The gracious presence of our 
esteemed indefatigable Dama Gr. Cr. Baroness Mariuccia Zerilli-Marimò made the evening so 
very special.  We as a group are indebted to Vice Delegate Richard Torrenzano for always 
arranging for this magical evening.  The fabulous food and wonderful conversation showered 
with the best local Swiss wines on the shores of the lake in the shadow of Mont Blanc took up 
the greater part of an unhurried dusk that faded into star filled night. 
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Order of Merit of Savoy Installation 
   
 The Intercontinental Hotel was abuzz on Saturday morning with the arrival of the 
President of the Republic of Cameroon followed by the arrival of His Imperial Highness Prince 
Ermias Sahle Selassie and fiancé Ms. Woizero Saba Belai. A flurry of excitement greeted the 
arrival of Their Royal Highnesses, Prince Victor Emmanuel and Prince Emmanuel Philibert of 
Savoy, and the Grand Chancellor, Cav. Gr. Cr. Johannes Niederhauser, for the investiture of 
candidates and promotions in the Order of Merit of Savoy. The Ballroom was filled to capacity 
as each honoree was called forward to receive a diploma and insignia presented by Their Royal 
Highnesses. 
 

              
 
                          Grand’ Ufficiale Dott. Robert La Rocca promoted to                     Mr.  Michael Woolfolk admitted as Cavaliere  

                                  Cav. Gr. Cr. Order of Merit of Savoy                                           in Order of Saints Maurice and Lazarus 

 

Order of Saints Maurice and Lazarus Installation 
 

 The Order of Saint Maurice and Lazarus investiture was held in the late afternoon, again 
with Their Royal Highnesses presiding, and in the presence of His Imperial Highness Prince 
Ermias of Ethiopia and fiancé Ms. Woizero Saba Belai. Due to the large number of attendees 
present, the Royal Family has had to schedule separate investitures for the individual Orders.  
Their Royal Highnesses personally congratulated each recipient. The Royal Family mingled with 
honorees and guests after the investiture.  
 

Congratulations to the honorees from the American Delegation of Savoy Orders, 
including Dr. Robert La Rocca, promoted to Cavaliere di Gran Croce, Order of Merit of Savoy; 
L’On. Avv. Pasquale Menna, promoted to Commendatore, Order of Saints Maurice and Lazarus; 
and Michael Woolfolk, admitted as Cavaliere, Order of Saints Maurice and Lazarus. 
Unfortunately, due to sudden illness, Anthony Cipriano could not attend to receive his promotion 
to Ufficiale, Order of Merit of Savoy. 

 

 
 

HRH Prince Emmanuel Philibert of Savoy making his remarks before A.I.C.O.D.S. Assembly 

after the Installation Ceremonies of the Savoy Orders 
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Charity Ball 
 

 The day’s events were capped by a glittering formal Ball and Dinner with Orders and 
Decorations with a capacity crowd at the Intercontinental. The Grand Master offered remarks to 
the attendees and thanked all members for their commitment to the centuries old tradition of 
charity and good works. Their Royal Highnesses were joined by their respective consorts, HRH 
Princess Marina and HRH Princess Clotilde, as well as the Prince of Ethiopia and his fiancé. All 
members of the Royal Family spent a great deal of time greeting the members of the American 
party. 
 

               
 
(top l to r) Cav. Michael Woolfolk, Mr. Richard Salfas, Cav. Avv. Louis Benza, Comm. Richard Torrenzano                   Grand Chancellor Johannes 

                     Cav. John Gelati, Uff. Avv. David Skoblow, Cav. Gr. Cr. Dott. Robert La Rocca,                              Niederhauser with the Grand Master 

           (seated l to r) Comm. Avv. L’On. Pasquale Menna, Cav. Gr. Cr. Avv.  Carl J. Morelli,                                    Prince Victor Emmanuel of Savoy 
                                           Dama Gr. Cr. Baronessa Mariuccia Zerilli-Marimò 

 

                              
 

 HRH Princess Clotilde          The Pecora family with Prince Emmanuel Philibert            Vice Delegate Richard          Cav. Gr. Cr. Nobile Filippo        

 of Savoy with Delegate                                             of Savoy                                            Torrenzano with Uff. Rev.             Bruno di Tornaforte                                                   

                                                                                                                                                   Richard Mullins                            with Delegate 

 

           
  

HRH Princess Marina of Savoy with                  (top l to r) Comm. Avv. L’On. Pasquale Menna, Comm. Avv. Fra’ John Dunlap, Bavarian Monsignor,                 

  HIH Prince Ermias Sahle Selassie                 Uff. Rev. Richard Mullins, Michele Pecora, Cav. Gr. Cr.  Avv. Carl Morelli, Comm. Richard Torrenzano 

Ethiopia & Ms. Woizero Saba Kebede                (seated 1 to r)  Mrs. Amalia Parisi, Mrs. Angelina Pecora, Cav. Thomas Pecora & Mr. Michael Pecora                                                     
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Mass and Capitolo Generale at St. Maurice d’Agaune 
 

On Sunday morning, the American party as a group left the Intercontinental on board our 
own bus for the journey to the 1000 year old Abbey of Saint Maurice in the Swiss village of 
Saint Maurice d’Agaune. We drove past some of the most beautiful landscape in southwestern 
Switzerland, passing Lausanne, Montreux, the old Savoy Castle of Chillon and dozens of small 
vineyards and villages. 

 

               
 
Village of Saint Maurice d’Agaune                   The interior of the Abbey of St. Maurice D’Agaune                            Magnificent stained glass 

                                                                                                                                                                                             window of the Abbey 

 

 The Abbey of Saint Maurice d’Agaune is still a vibrant Abbey and Monastery with 
resident clerics and a well known educational institution that was started over a millennium ago.  
This is the place where the Abbey of Saint Maurice was built and is reputed to be on the spot 
where Saint Maurice and his companions, all Christian Roman soldiers, were martyred when 
they refused to renounce their faith.  Saint Maurice was North African and not a native born 
Roman citizen who, nonetheless, was a Baptized Christian and commanded the Roman 
Emperor’s Theban Legion.  Saint Maurice’s remains are encased in an ornate gold reliquary and 
are displayed rarely, but always in view at the annual Mass at the Abbey attended by the Knights 
and Dames of the Savoy Orders.  Saint Maurice is the Patron Saint of Savoy and of many Swiss, 
French and Savoyard villages. 
 

       
 

Procession and Mass at the Abbey of St. Maurice d’Agaune with members of the American Delegation and the Royal Family 
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The American Delegation with Bishop Abbot Joseph Roduit of Saint Maurice d’Agaune 

in the courtyard of the Abbey  

 

The Votive Mass of St. Maurice, Knight and Martyr, was concelebrated by His 
Excellency the Bishop Abbot of Saint Maurice d’Agaune, in Italian, in the presence of Their 
Royal Highnesses Princes Victor Emmanuel and Emmanuel Philibert, and Princesses Marina and 
Clotilde and approximately 200 robed members of the Savoy Orders, who processed with the 
Grand Master.  A Luncheon for the benefit of Hospitaller Works of the Order of Saints Maurice 

and Lazarus followed in the Abbey precinct after which farewells were exchanged with the 
Royal Family and with our confreres from other Delegations as the 2010 Capitolo drew to a 
close. 
 

Crossing the Alps to Italy 
 

By late afternoon, the Delegation departed the Abbey en route to Italy, passing bucolic 
villages and alpine passes.  The bus followed the historical Turin route undertaken by so many 
millions of people including pilgrims on their way to Rome and participants in the Crusades who 
hailed from far off corners of northern Europe.  This was unspoiled Savoy country at its best.  
Majestic mountains still snow capped; verdant forests and sparkling rivers dotted the landscape. 

 

         
  
 The members were awed at the Great Saint Bernard Pass and, as we crossed the historical 
Swiss Alps and valleys, most of us reflected that this was the same route undertaken by 
Hannibal, Caesar, Napoleon and other conquerors.  We entered Italy through the Valley of 
Aosta, the cradle of the ancient Savoy Dynasty.  Its mountain peaks were dotted by remnants of 
medieval castles long abandoned that marked the strategic points of the County and then 
Dukedom of Savoy.  
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                                   First view of the City of Turin                                                           Arrival at the Hotel Principi di Piemonte 

 

Torino Day 1 
 

We arrived in Torino in early evening on Sunday and were met by a dazzling Baroque 
city with a modern twist surrounded by the protective cordon of the Alps that tower over its 
inhabitants.  An active, charming, architecturally significant city, it became the capital of the 
Duchy of Savoy in 1563 and later of the Kingdom of Sardinia/Piedmont in 1718, which it 
remained until 1861. 
   
 We disembarked in front of the five star Principi di Piemonte Hotel in the historic city 
center.  After an early evening passegiata by some members, enhanced by cocktails in the hotel 
bar, we were invited to dinner in our own private dining salon where we were treated to a 
specially prepared six course elegant dinner. The menu honored local traditions and was 
exquisite. 
 

 
 

The tour group enjoying dinner at the Principi di Piemonte Hotel 

 

 After dinner some hardy members retired to another midnight passegiata observing the 
now quiet yet light enhanced architectural marvels of the center city.  The deserted piazza San 
Carlo came to life with the equestrian statue of Savoy Duke Emmanuel Philbert, dedicated to a 
member of the Dynasty who moved the Savoy capital to this city in 1563 that was followed by a 
300 year building boom in Turin. 
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Piazza San Carlo 

 

Torino – Day 2 

 
On Monday, May 31st, accompanied by our superb English speaking tour organizer 

Federica Destefanis and guide Sonia Bruna, the group walked to the local Palazzo Saluzzo di 
Carde and toured its exhibit, Casa Savoia e l’Unità d’Italia (The House of Savoy and the 

Unification of Italy). The exhibit consisted of over 100 items of historic and personal 
memorabilia of the House of Savoy, with a particular emphasis on its relevance and the 
leadership role of the Royal Family in Italian unification as Italy celebrates its 150th anniversary 
of unification next year.  The exhibit is the creation of our confrere, Cav. Gr. Cr. Nobile Filippo 
Bruno di Tornaforte. 

 

 
 

Participants of the Turin Tour pose for an official group photo 

before viewing the Savoy Exhibit at the Palazzo Saluzzo di Carde 

 

     
 
   Vice Delegate Pasquale Menna                                        Delegation members and guests begin their tour of the exhibition 

         signs the guest  register   

          at the exhibit entrance                                                                 
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Uff Avv. David Skoblow, Comm. Richard Torrenzano & Cav. Michael Woolfolk viewing part of a dinner service, 

 that was a gift of Queen Victoria to King Victor Emmanuel II on the sovereign’s visit to England in 1855 

 
 

                
 

Delegation members and guests viewing the exquisite artifacts and archives of the House of Savoy 

 during the private tour of the exhibition at the Palazzo Saluzzo di Carde 
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                               Delegation members and guests touring the interiors and gardens of the Royal Palace Villa della Regina 

 

  After leaving the exhibit, we boarded our bus and viewed the Duomo of Torino, 
regrettably closed for renovations.  We then visited the Royal Palace Villa della Regina high 
above the city. It was built as the residence of Anna Maria of Orleans, wife of Vittorio Amedeo 
II.  We were graciously pleased to receive a private tour of the palace since it was Monday, a day 
most museums are closed to the public. 
      

                  
           
            The Gardens of the Villa della Regina Palace                                      View of the City of Turin from the Villa della Regina Palace 

 

 We then proceeded to the Castello del Valentino, on the banks of the River Po,P built in 
the Loire Valley French chateaux style for French Princess Christine Marie of France, the 
consort of King Amedeo I.  The palace is now part of the Architecture and Polytechnics 
Department of the University of Torino.  By special permission of the Rector we were permitted 
to view its ornate rooms and gardens. 
 

                  
 

                                                                                            The Royal Castle of Valentino 

 

Lunch was a treat of four course local fare at “Il Ristorantino.” 
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Rising above the horizon of Torino as if protecting its citizens is the Basilica of Superga.  

Reached by funicular tram cars on steep tracks, it sits majestically on the Superga Hill and 
crowns the city.  It is formally known as The Basilica of the Nativity of the Blessed Virgin Mary, 
and is the final resting place of many Savoy Sovereigns.  It was built by King Victor Amedeo II, 
in thanksgiving to the Blessed Mother, for his victory during the siege of Torino in 1706.  There 
is an area in front of the Basilica that contains the remains of the combatants who died in the 
siege. The Basilica offers an incomparable view of the city far below. 

 
 

              
 

Panoramic view of Turin from Superga Hill 

 
 

       
                                             
                                                      Touring the exterior and interior of the Basilica of Superga 

 

 

From the left entrance of the Basilica, we descended into the crypt where are placed the 
tombs of the kings, from Vittorio Amedeo to Carlo Alberto. 
 

                         
  
Entrance to the Royal Tombs                               The magnificent interior of the Royal Tombs                                   Tomb of King Carlo Alberto  

            of the Savoys                                                                                                                                                                   (1798-1849) 
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We then visited the Chapel of the Royal Church of San Lorenzo, with its Holy Stair, 
adjacent to the Royal Palace in the Palace Square.  This was the parish church of the Savoy 
Kings since it was attached to the Royal Palace. It is still in use today. For centuries it housed the 
Shroud of Turin which had been transferred to it in the late 16th Century, from the old Savoy 
Royal Chapel in Chambery, formerly the Capital of the Savoy domains. 
 
 

       
  
                            Touring the interior of the Chapel of the Royal Church of San Lorenzo with guide Sonia Bruna 

 

 

 

          
 
                    The Spectacular Dome of the Church                                                    Facsimile of the Shroud of Turin 
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At the end of the day, dinner was held at a hilltop restaurant in the city’s suburbs that is a 
local legend.  We dined at “Il Bastian Contrario,” offering purely local Piedmont dishes and 
known for their smorgasbord table where we were free to graze at will among their 69 antipasti 

dishes. We returned to our hotel at about midnight after a full day of exploring Torino and its 
environs. 
 

                            
 

Dining at “Il Bastian Contrario” Restaurant 

 

Torino – Day 3 
 

On June 1st the tour continued with a visit to the Royal Palace of Venaria Reale, now 
reopened after a magnificent restoration.  Venaria Reale in many ways exemplified the height of 
Savoy pre-Risorgimento power, marked by its grandeur and opulence.  The Palace was currently 
hosting a wonderful exhibit of art work devoted to “Jesus. The Body and Face in Art.” Lunch 
was served at “Cascina di Corte,” a rustic-modern restaurant just a few steps removed from the 
Palace. 

 

            
 

The tour of the gardens and interiors of the Royal Place of Venaria Reale 
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                      Exhibit “Jesus. The Body and Face in Art” in the Venaria Reale                                                Lunch at “Cascina di Corte” 

 

 

  
The afternoon was spent at the splendid Royal Castle of Racconigi. Located south of 

Torino, it was one of the favorite palaces of the late King Umberto II. There we were provided 
unparalleled access to the private apartments of the Royal Family especially those quarters used 
by King Victor Emmanuel III and Queen Elena and their children. 
 
 

           
 

Royal Castle of Racconigi 

 

  
Dinner that evening was at the historic restaurant, “Il Cambio”, made famous by Count 

Camillo Benso di Cavour, King Victor Emmanuel II’s prime minister and statesman–architect of 
Italian unification. Cavour would dine there daily and had a mirror placed across from his table 
so that he could see what parliamentarians were doing across the piazza from the restaurant at the 
Carignano Palace, also the birthplace of King Victor Emmanuel II.  We strolled back to the Hotel 
in the hushed evening hours crossing some of the most elegant piazzas of the city. 
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    Dining at the famous “Ristorante del Cambio” 

 
 

Torino – Day 4 

 

 Our group toured the Palazzo Madama, a fusion of a Roman gate, medieval castle and 
baroque facade, in the Royal Palace Square on June 2nd, followed by a private tour of the 
inaccessible Private Apartments of the Royal Palace, which was the principal Torino royal 
residence until the unification of Italy. 
 
 

           
 
                     The Towers of the Palazzo Madama                                                 Michele Pecora, Dama Gr. Cr. Baroness Zerilli-Marimo, 

                                                                                                                         Comm. Richard Torrenzano and Cav. Gr. Cr. Avv. Carl Morelli 

                                                                                                                                      enjoying gelati in front of the Palazzo Madama 

 

 

 
 

Equestrian Statue before the Palazzo Madama 
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                                                           The Group tours the interior and exhibits of the Palazzo Madama 

 

 

        
 

     Panoramic view of the Square before the Royal Palace of Turin                   The Savoy tour group strolls towards the Royal Place of Turin     

 

 

 

                                                                                
  
  Delegate Carl Morelli with Dama Gr. Cr.Baroness Zerilli-Marimò                  Sumptuous furnishings of interior rooms of the Palazzo Reale 

                in the tower overlooking the Royal Palace of Turin 

 

 
The formal part of the tour ended at mid day on June 2nd, but many members stayed in 

Torino for the remainder of the day and availed themselves of the plazas, the world renowned 
Egyptology Museum and other museums and civic monuments, until departing for their 
respective destinations.  
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Shopping in the famous shops and gallerias of Turin 

 

 

 

  The Savoy Tour 2010 provided fond memories for all and reinforced the bonds of respect 
and camaraderie which we as members all have for each other.  As we said “arrivederci” to 
Torino, some of us were quick to add, “a presto” in hopes we would soon return. 

 

 

 
 

        Pasquale Menna 

 
 
 
 
Principal Photography:  Michele Pecora.   
Additional Photos contributed by Cav. Gr. Cr. Dott. Robert La Rocca & Comm. Avv. L’On. Pasquale Menna 
Casa Savoia e l’Unità d’Italia Exhibit Photos provided by Cav. Tommaso Chiarella 
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